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Research Findings
of the

Committee on Research and Assessment of Writing
Depaitthent of Languages and Literature

Ferris State College

INTRODUCTION

Since_the middle 1970s Atireticant have been increasingly interested it writing and its pliee
in education. On the MOSt batie lest this interest has produced a consciousteSs that
American students have a "batie Skills crisis.' Within higher edacation institutionS, One outof three of which are turrently refertning theil cufficula; faculty_ and administration are
looldng carefully at the needt of theiestridents and the appropriateness of the delivery
methods employed to upgrade Studerit_writing skills. This report focuses on a study
conducted over thepast twoyeart by P*erris faculty to produce an accurate picture of thestate of writing skills of Ferris students.

BACKGROUND

Because Feris State College has a liberal admissions policy and the State does not have a
standard competency requirement in Writing at the high school level, one might infer thatwriting is the weakest aptitude of our studentS. This weakness is indeed borne out by ACT
scoirs for entering_freshman across canipuS. But writing is also something many of them
have successfully avoided throughoht their schoOl years; thereforei_much must be done in
our writing classrooms. For if we have learned nothing else aom two years of talking withour colleagues in theprofessional protrams and theiereal-world" counterparts, we have
learned that frequently at the entry level, and alindst invariably at the managerial level,
writing is a required skill for Ferris graduateS on the job. ColleCtively, then, we recognie
the importance of Writing acros the canicultut, mit just in English class.

Writing Across the Curriculum, a tenn svhich refers to the concept that writing belongs atthe center of the Curriculum,that writing i5 the cOncern of the entire educational community,
not an isolated function of the English Department, haS developed into a growing
movement across the country. The simple tenet OfWriting Across the Curriculum is this:
students should write in all their academic coarstS at all grade levels. This study wasundertaken to see to what extent suck a Writing AeroSs the Curriculum program might be
needed at Ferris State College.

Currently all Ferris undergraduates are required to take nine cfedits of writing_courses.
These courseS cover a variety of language iS sues and problems and pravide opportunity for
extensive and intensive writing practite during the treslunan year. fa addition to these
freshman level courses, students in some prOgrarkt are required to take upper-level writing
courses such as Advanced Technical Writing, AdVanced Composition; or Proposal Writing
for Project Funds._ These tipper-level writing coluses represent an atsempt already made at
Ferris to initiate Writing Across the Corsican= bn the carnpas; however; three courses in
writing for selected programs is not indicative of a commitment to place writing at the
center of the curriculum OT of an assurance that students in all curricula at all levels write in
at least some of their courses.



It dots represent, however, an institutional commitment toward writing. It is natural to be
eurious about the results of such a commitment if only to make_periodic and necessary
changes in the curriculum. But the prerequisite of any such change is a clearpicture of the
situaSonwhat can be said with accuracy about the writing Wills the students possess?

RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT

The Committee

In the fall of 1984, at the direction of Arts and Sciences Dean KeithMontgomery,
Languages and Literature Head John Alexander formed the Research and Assessment
Committee. Roxanne Cullen chaired the committee; Sandra Balkema, Arthur Bennett,
Robert Ferguson, Douglas Haneline, and Mary Kilgallen of the Department of Languages
and Literature were members, as was Testing Coordinator Fred Swartz. Subsequently,
Languages and Literature faculty members John Cullen, Christine Vonder Haar, and
Robert von der Osten joined the committee.

Procedures

The committee's initial project was to establish an accurate picture of the state of writing of
Ferris students. To this end the committee worked for several months to design a reliable
assessment instrument which would include a prompt-a writing assignment-that (1) was
equally accessible to the experience of all students, (2) could be administered in a 50-
minute- class period, and (3) would produce statistically reliable results. The prompt
included not only &topic statement and designation ofan audience but also evaluation
criteria (see appendix for copy of prompt).

In the spring of 1985 a pilot writing sample was taken of approximately 250 students in _
selected English 113 _sections and various Tmhnology and Arts and Sciences programs. In
evaluating this material not only was the writing assessed, but the instrument and
assessment procedure themselves were judged as well. The followhig questions represent
the questions the raters :,-ollectively asked themselves when judging the writing samples.
These queStions focus on the skills that are involved in writing.

(1) Understanding the assigninent's expectations: (Dots the writer know what is
_ being asked of hith?)

(2) Choice of purpose (Does the writer know what he wants to say?)
(3) Audience Awaeness: (Is the writer consistently aware of a "reader")
(4) Beginning, Middle, and End: (Is the essay's organization easily followed?)
(5) Development: (Are assertions supported with evidence?)
(6) Logic: (Does the writer understand relationships between points made and
_ evidence?) -

(7) SdnteneeStructure: (Has the writer used syntax that effectively carries his
_ message?)

(8) Diction: (Has the writer chosen words that effectively carry his message?)
(9) Grammar, Mechanics, Punctuation, Spelling: (To what extent has the writer

mastered the conventions of surface correctness?)

On the basis of this experience, a thrte-itemfWriting Context, Form,Language) 15-point
assessment instrument for use by trained raters wasprepared (see appendix for rater sheet
and descriptors). During the 1985-86 academic year the Testing Office organized and
funded faculty rater mining sessions for the purpose of training the rating team and
perfecting the rating system.



Once the pilot project had heed completed and the assessment instrumenthad been
perfected, the actual assessment prOjeCt Was Underway.. The major project of the 1985-86
academie year was a large=stale, cainpirS=Wide assessment of Ferris students! writing-. In
the fall of 1985, all incoming freshmen produted A Ikaitifig Sample; this sample was
collected from the English 111 eloases at the Opening ofthe fall *tarter. In the Spring, all
English 113 students also produced a vvriting Sample. These two Samples represented the
skill level of students entering and exiting the freShinan writing sequence. In addition,
upper division students from ccop_erating programs in Allied Health, Arts and Sciences,
Business, Education, Optometry, Pharmacy, and technology alSo produced_writing
samples. All these samples were obtained under uniform conditiOns during 50-minute
class perimls.

Froth these approximately 4,000 writing samples, 2,129 were selected for analytic
assessment (The difference in numbers represents the number of freshman samples
a-card-ea Since the purpose of the freshman analysis was to compare entry and exit levels
of indiVidial students, if there was no match between the 111 sample and the 113 sample,
the sattple *A-s disiiarded; on the other hand, every senior sainple was read since no pairing
of pre-and post- test was required). Individual writing sa.rnples had only a student number
and a Coded Program number for identification puilrases ; names were either erased or tot
include& SaMples Were read in randomly mixedpackets of ten, and raters "tormali2ed"
with each Other at the beginning of each session to reinforce reliability. (For extensive data
oninter-rater filiabilitY of Language and Literature rating teams, including correlations with
ACTand inter-rater agreement coefficients, sez Fred Swartz in FSC Testing Office.) Each
sample was read independently by two raters and scored on the assessment instrument.
After the ratings were completed-- approximately three months later--the scores were
analyied to make inferences abinut the nature of the growth curve in writing abilities of
Ferris students.

RESULTS

F reshmen
.

Scores were compiled for students in the following categories: scores for matched_pairs
(pre-test and post-test freshmen) ; scores for matched pairs which showed imTrovement
from pre-test to post-test; scores for all upper division students; and scores for upper
division students by school. The scores are on a scale 0; 3-15 rounded to the nearest tenth.
(Note that according to the rating scale, a sample must nueive at leasta score of 1 in each
category; therefore, no sample could receive a score lower than 3. Thus, a score of 9 was
mid-range.) It should be noted that scores are bwed only on those samples about which
raters "agreed"--the point spread between rater scores was less than 4 for statistical
reliability.
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Table #1

Analysis of Freshman Pre-test and Post-tesi
Writing Assessment Average Scores (n-445)

SiaaallAgiaa be-test Post-test Cbsith,

L Writing Context 2.9 3A 0.2

IL Form 2.8 3.1 03
ILL Language 2.6 2.9 0.3

Composite 8.3 9.1 0.8

-.........._
Freshmen in the beginning of English 111 showed an average score of 8.3. The post-test
freshmen showed an average score of 9.1.; their vviiting skills iMproved in all categories.

Thirty-nine percent of the freshmen samples showedno improvement between pre and
post-test. Thc ineanpre-test score for the non-improvers was a 9.1. It is possible that the
higher ability student is not challenged to improvebecause of the nature of our courses. It
is also possible that the rating scale employed was oriented to mord elementary features of
writing skills and, therefore, was less sensitive in measuring improvements at more
advanced levels. And yet another explanation might be that the better ;,;friters_have reached
a plateau from which they may requIre more experience and maturity to rise from. Clearly
this is something that needs further investigation.

61% did show improvement Those who did show improvement between pre-and post-
test showed an initial score of 7.7, a lower score than the average of the entire pi.e-test
group while theirpost-testscores were higher than the whole group. Moreoever, the
improvers, while outpacing the whtile group in all categories, made their strongest gains in
the area of writing context.
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Table #2

Anaryliraimproiring Ralmen
Pre-testisost-test Writing Assessment

Average Scores (n89)

Score CItegory Ertl=
2.7

Post-test

3.8

Gain

I. Writing Context 1.1

11. Form 2.6 3.3 0.7

III. Language 2.4 3.0 0.6

Composite 7.7 10.1 2.4

Upper Division

The upper division groups were all seniors except for Pharmacy (juniors) and Optometry(graduate students). The composite score of the 495 samples including Ottometry was a9.6. The composite score without the School of Optometry was a 9.4. Although the
committee felt that it was necessary to test the Optometry students Morder to gain insight totheir writing abilities, itwas necessary to eliminate Optometry in order to get an accuratepicture of the writing of Penis students upon entering and exiting the institution. The
Optometry students are fifth year students and also graduate students who may have takenthe majority of their writing courses at other institutions.

Table #3

AnZirsTsWer DiGsioliTtudents
Writing Assessment Average Scores (n=495)

SghttQL

Allied Health

Mon

10.2

total writers
..

saMples used

45

Arts & Sciences 9.5 50 45

Business 9.9 81 72

Educati-on 9.0 176 132

Optometry 11.0 55 51

Pharmacy 10.0 85 72

Technology 8.8 98 78
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The improvement overall ranges from less than one point to one and nine-tenths points outof a kossible twelve points. Certainly only a small amount of improvement is evident ofstudents past the Freshman level. The question we must ask, then, is "is this level ofwriting ability adequate foryour graduates?"

DISCUSSION

Without the context of the writing itself, a 9.3 or a 10 0 is not particularly descriptive of thewelting abilities of Ferri& stadents. Therefore, we elaborate by offering the followingexcerpts front writing samples.

As previously noted, the score 9 represents the mid-point on the rating scale. The
descriptors which the rating team used to designate the 9 paper are as follows.

Category I: Writing Context: The mid-range paper (9) meets the requirements of theWnting context, follows the assignment, has a thesis or main focus, and pays someattention to the audience's needs, but does so in a mechanical, formulaic manner or does soifi an uneven or inconsistent fashion.

Category II Form: The inid-range paper ha-, a beginning, a middle, ard an end;however, the form used may again be formulaic or mechanical. LikewiSe, the paper haseiramples to suppzrt main points but they may be obvious and predictable, yet they makesense.

Category HI: Language: The mid-range_paper exhibits a clear and controlled use ofSentences but does not show much variety.Tbe mid-rallge paper also exhibits a control overthe rne.chanical and grammatical features of Standard Engia; however, once again, theremay be some errors present.

In shof4 the mid-range payer reflects a writer who has the fundamentals of writing well inhand, yet has little sophistication, and has contrOl over the writing situation but just barely.This writer does not instill confidence in the reader, confidence that the Wtitel knowsexactly what he/she is doing In other words, the writer does not projectprofessionalcompetency. The following is an example of a paPer which received a rating of 9 (seeprompt im appendix):

Student SamPle

ONE OF THE MAJOR PRO.9LEMS IN ALMOST EVERY HIGH SCHOOL IS
ALCOHOL ABUSE. FRESHMAN STUDENTS BEGIN To EXPERIMENT WITH
ALCOHOL BECAUSE MANY THEIR PEERS AND UPPER CLASSMEN
DRINK ALCOgOL AT PARTIES AND BEFORE SCHOOL FUN-crams SUCH
AS DANCES OR ATHLETIC GAMES. THIS PEER PRESSURE AT AN
EARLY AGE CAN START A YOUlirG ADULT TO HABITUALLY DRINX AND
CAUSE HIM OR HER TO NOT TAKE THEM EDUCATION AND
RESPONSIBILITIES_ SERIOUSLY; I PROPOSE TO TAKE THESE ccRritis
4C/IONS TO PERSUADE STUDENTS TO GET MORE INVOLVED EN
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND LESS INTERESTED IN DRINNING.

FIRST, ST LOWS than SCHOOL SHOULD CREATE_ MORE ACADEMIC
AND SOCIAL CLUBS TO GET THE STU-Drum INTERESTED IN SCHOOL
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ACTIVITIES . FUNDING NOR THESE GROUPS IS EXPEASIVE, BUT IF THE
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY WORK TOGETIIER To RAISE VONEY IT
MOST CERTAINLY WOULD OE BENEFICIAL. IF STUDENTS ARE MORE
INVOLVED Ar SCHOOL, THEY ARE MORE LIKELY TO WANT TO
REPRESENT rr IN A RESPECTABLE WAY AND NO2 WANT TO GIV? IT A
REPUTATION .

SECONDLY , HAVE ,4 PRESENTATION ON ALCOHOL ABUSE AND
AWARENESS FOR am STUDENTS SO TIM' WILL BE -AWARE OF TEE
DANGERS ANO EFFECTS 4LCDOOL CAN CAUSE. MANY OF THE
STUDENTS DO NOT KNOW THE RISKS AND THE PERCENTAGE OP
YOUNG ADULTS WHO CAN DEVELOP A DRINKING PROBLEM WHEN
THEY BEGIN AT AN EARLY AGE. THIS PRESENTATION WILL INFORM
AND MAY INFLUENCE THEM TO EVALUATE THE CHOICES THEY HAVE
AND CHOOSE WHAT THEY FEEL IS RIGHT TO DO .

I REALIZE STUDENTS ALL min. EXPERINCE NEW THINGS AND LEARN
FROM THESE EXPERIENCES, PUT IF THEY ARE EDUCATED ON TOE
FACTS ABOUT DRINKING IT COULD HELP Tram TO MAKE THE RIGHT
CHOICES.

Evaluation

Category I Writing Contekt: The writer does address the topic and does have a clearthesis, namely that the schdol needs to do something about the alcohol abuse in the schoolsystem. This writer also clearlydelineates what the solutions will be: moresocial clubs and
alcohol awareness programs. This writer is alsc. addressing an audience although it is notcompletely clear who what audience is: a more sophisticated approach would, as the
prompt directs, address a specified audience who could take some sort of action, such asthe school board or the principal.

Category II Form: The writer does meet the retvirements of this cregory in terms ofproviding a clear beginning, raiddle,and end and providing logical examples; however, thequality of the form is not superior. forexamige, the structure is formulaic with the only
cohesive transition phrases between paragraphs being First and &cond. Likewise, thedevelopment of the inclividuaLparagraphs is adatuate but the examples used are not fully
realized_nor are they explained in enough detail to make them completely relevant, in
pardcular the suggestion regarding more social clubs.

Category BEI Lan-guage: Inthis ca.ttgory the writer shows an adequate control of thesu.-face features of StandardEnglish. The types of errors which do appear includea split
infmitive, omitted .7.ornmas, faulty pronoun-antecedent agreement, and non=parallel
structures. However, none of these errors are serid-as or numerous. In contraSt, the essayshows command of sentence structure; it lacks those major errors which indicte a writerwho is not in command of the fundamentals of standard syntax.

The papers which received :cores below mid-range (9) exhiuited major flaws in one or
more of the three categories used for rating. A typical paper receiving a score less than 9 isthe following:
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GRoSSE POINTE Is A SuEuRB ABOUT TWENTY MILES NORTH OF
Demon.. Fr IS A ADDDLE TO upPER cLAss COMINWNITY WHIch Is
BASIcALLY KEPT UP_ WELL. THERE iS GIVE SET BACK TOWAROS THE
COMMUNITY AND WATS THE SNOW REMOVAL WHICH !s VERY
INEFAICIENT.

Tim OETROIT AREA IS NOT IN THE sNOWEELT RUT IT OM GET A
aREAT DEAL OP SNOW. LryinG IN THE CITY, SILIEWALKS .ARE USED
MORE FkEQUENTLY AND SHOULD BE CLEARED REFOPE THE IV aRICING
PAY son IN. TRE MAJORITY OF THE TIME THE SNOW REMOVAL IS
IVOT THERE TO CLEAR TILE _BUSY STREETS AND VVEWALRS. WHEN
THE SNOW REMOVAL CREW DOES COME_ OUT ITS LATER IN THE
AFTERNOON WNW CAUSES MASSIVE TRAMC _JAMS. PEOPLE THEN
IN TURN REcOME ANGRY BUJ NOTHING EVER SEEMS TO CET DONEA800%

ANOTHER PROBLEM WiTH THE SNOW REMOVAL iS VIM METHOD OF
REMOVAL.. DETRolT HAS A LAERGE SVRPLUYS OP SALT; TO BREAK
DOWN TOE ICE AND SNOW ON THE_STREETS; MIS Ammo!) CREATES
TWO_PROBLEMS ONE nrE SALT POPS NOT mak DOWN ME ICE AND
SNOW AFTER THE TEMPERATURE DROPS pAsT 32 DECREES.
4NOTHER sEr RACK IS THE SALT BEGINS THE CARS CREATES A LOT
or RUST DEVELOPMENT AFTER A FEW YEARS

ONE MORE DISADVANTAGE OF ritis SNOW REMOVAL ls TER nowt
TREE tisE TO Do THE SIDEWALKS; THE DRIVERS ARE NOT VERY
CAUTIOUS WHEN PLOWING SNOW; Tim RESULTS ns, A Lor OF TORN
UP ..6AWNS

If rim SNOW REMOVAL CouLD GET THE STREETS CLEARED AT THE
RIGHT rvitE_STOP DUNG SALT AND START_VSING MORE PLOWS IN TIlE
STREETS. BE MORE CAUTIOUS wHEN PLOWING SIDEWALKS.
GitosSE POINTE WOULD BE A RAPPriR COMMUNITY DURING niE
WINTER SEASON;

Evaluation

Category I Writing Context: This paper displays two major problems. The first
weakneSs iS that the thesis is not clear. The writer addresses two problems, snow removal
and the negative effects of salt. The writer begins by stating that snow removal is a pnoblem
but the actual nature of the problem is not specified. Additionally, halfway through the
paper the writer begins giving examples from a city other than Grosse Pointe. The major
problem in this category, however, is the lack of audience awareness. A.ceorcling to the
assignment, the %viler was to address the piece to aa official bckly who could take some
action on the problem This letter, if indeed addressed to such all_Audience, is confusing
because the writer takes time to explain where Grosse Pointe is.. Presuma.bly, an official
body who could take action on the snow removal problem would know the location of the
towri.

Category II Form: Although the essay is broken into oaragraphg and there is a clear
overall form, the bgical progression of ideas is faulty and the transidons between
paragraphs are existent hut not effectively shown using words and phrases such as Auother
(paragraph 3) One more (paragraph 4).

8
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paragraphs are existent but not effectively shown using words and phrases suth as "'Pother
(paragraph 3) Otte mare (paragraph 4).

Category III Language: The weaknesses in this category are plentiful. There are
sentence fragments arid fused sentences along With danglingmodifiers as in the case of the
sidewalks that live in. the city (Living ih the citiai sidewalks are used more frequently. J.There are also several instances a faultypronoun reference;

Mthough this pape r.. is weak, it is not typical Of the l6West rated essays read by the ratirig
team The following essay is an example of a beloW mid-range paper at the lowest end of
the rating scale.

%Ardent Sainple 3

LORTERINO IN THE PARKING LOTS. THE YOUTH IN ARE COMUN1rE
RA'VE NO WHERE TO GO THEREING SUMER NIGHTS. SO THEY voliER
ZN 1H8 PARKING LOTSLOF SUPERMARKET CAR WASHES; BESTRAUT
AND Pluteic; THENE THE POLITE COME AND GIVE ODT TICKS Fan
1ORT1'11S'G. THE Tom ARE NOT REELY DO ANY THING WORNG;
ratite Pisr TALKING. BUT THE RESTRAUT AND STORE OWNER SAY
THE your ARE DRIVIN THERE CONSUMER AWAY BY BEING IN SUCHBic oiroorts;

4 Cuilit ,f)F. SULLUTION To THIS PROBLEM MAY BE To OPEN A MN
EAR 08 A PINBALL PLACE THAT OWEN AND RUN BY THE YOUTII-
nELLYIng THAT _THE TEENVAR AND PINBALL PALACE WERE CtoU'
boWN POR THE REASON OF THE DRUGS AND ROTTINGS THAT WAS
coiso cA THERE. Bur MY IDEA IS WE LET THE YOUTH RUN nit
imen. Ih' WAY OF IA WAVE THE CITY BUY THE BUILTING AND tIAVE
THE MUM RIJN IT AND THE PROBIF GO BACK 70 THE CITY FOR A

FOUNbs. BY DOING THIS I THING THE YOUTH WILL TAKE
PRO3 iN MORE WORK AND NOT LET OTHER YOUTH DESTROY IT' E)
EIIIIGS AND ROLTERING.

Evaluation

In additiOn to tile simple sinfaCe a4ars, theproblems with this essay are self-evident. 'NS
estay Wonld ht.ve been scored a 3 on the fifteen point scale, receiving a 1 in each of the
three rating categoriesi Writing Context, Form, and Language.

The best papers, those with a Score of12 or above exhibited trot only adequacy in the three
rating eateg,ories but a certain sophistication, breadth of experience and facility with
language; 'the typical above mid-range paper (12-15) is described bh the rating .ir,rm as
follows:

Category Writibig Context: The above mid-range paper meets the requirements of
this category (assignmen4purpose, uudience)with control over the complex* of the task,
In some cases the thesis is not directly stated but clearly implied and the writer cif the above
mid-range paper shows attention ID the probable perspective of the audienc-4.

9
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Category U Vocm: The above mid-range paper (I245) exhibits a natural structure
which exceeds an imposed struchlre. no intrOdUction is iinaginatively conceivedi
provolang the reader to read on. The ideaS are logical and well comeived.

Category at Language: The abtiVe !Aid-Tone paper is not only error-free but it showt
an effective me of sentence variety, paJ1icalarily Sabordination and coordination which
enhonces the tradability of the pietd. The atitiVe-iiiid-range paper also exhibits precise and
sophistizated word choice appropriate to the level of style.

The following art examples of above mid=ratige papers:

Student Sample 4

rilE "WOMEN I WOULD LIKE To ADDRESS Topitr IS oNE OF GRAVE
CONCERN TO MANY AREAS IN THE sTATE _OF MICHIGAN. IT
iiv_vaLVts nit TAXATION OF LOCAL RESIDENTS_TO_ HELP KEEP LOCAL
SCHOOLS APLOAT. MANY INDIVIDUALS FEEL THAT THE SCHOOLS
DFIEN ifir To "RAILROAD" THEM INTO PASSING Aoornorkt
MILIAE REQUESTS BY THREATENING To air cegrAiN AREAS OF
THEIR PROGRAMMING. THIS HAS BEEN TRUE IN OUR CoMMUNITY
AND I KNOW OTHER _RuRAL DISTRICTS ALSO SHAPE OUR otoELEI
Dftft PtioRLEM REALLY STEMS FROM THE FACT THAT THE STATE
aoVERNMENT ABANDONED TTs EFFORTS To FIND mule, schoots
*BRA? Wit NATIONAL AND 4TATE EaxwAllEs HIT BoTrou_Hti THE
tart 1970's AND EARLY 1980'& IN ORDER To RECOVER gOSIE_ OP

-our Lao' FEDERAL OR STATE MONEY; THE momotTAI.; DISTRICTS
LOST THEY Imo ro 1)BEGI4V TO CURTAIL SOME OF THE sIORE
EXPEASIVE OR LAss_POPuLAR AREAS OF THEM evitgrag-4,011
2,n1tr To RAISE THEM LOCAL DOLLAR CoNTRIBUIONS BY LEVYING
HIGHER sfa.LACE TAXES TO FUND THESE SPECIAL PROORAMS;

45 1,00 KNoW-,_PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY HAVE SHOWN A
WILLINqNESS ro pAY HIGHER SCHOOL TAXES IN ORDER TO FUND
SPRCIAL ACTIVITIES AND_ I FEEL ASSURED THAT THEY WIt_L
CONTINUE TO Do SOi WE ARE FACED WITH ANOTHER UPCOMING
4fiLLAoR 1F_VOTED DOWN; AT MAY COST OUT CHILDREN DEARLY
vv_rnt_IVrttui,__ SO THE QUESTION SURFACE AGAIN; Vow MUCH
toNotit wILL We BE CRALLENGED TO KEEP FUNDINO OCR SCHOOL
LOCALLY?" I WISH I HAD AN ANSWER TO THAT QuEsrtoNf ft
APPEARs TitAT AOTI1 THE NATIONAL AND mit ECONOMIES ARE

.40A1N NUDE° UPWARDS AND I 'WOULD LIKE To THINE ThAT FUNDS
ritom tom op THESE _INTERESTS WOULD AGAIN Hat Surma-OUR
sCHOOLS; BUT IS iT LIKELY THAT THIS FUNDING WILL oCcUR?
PRollABLY NOT ro THE EXTREME ir ONCE DID _OCCUR RUT
HoibEfeLa ENoUGH To HELP THE SCHOOL CUT_BACIC ON TOE
MINION OF AADITIONAL MILLAGE REQUESTS NEEDED.

iN aosINO, MY OPINIoN is ONE OF sUIPPORT FoR THE scHOOL
himiet, AND TH-AT' INCLUDES BEING WILLING TO VOTE yts FOR A
PROF-oaP INCPASE UNTIL WE CAN GET SOME STATE AND WArrotaL
PONIAING AGAIN. I KNOW THIS oPINzoN 4:44Y NOT itE POPULAR 'KITH
AU, INTEREST GROUPS, BUT AGAIN, I WISH To EXPRESS mY
PEELINOS IN TOTAL SUPPORT DIA CHiLDREN AND Tom CURRENT
EDOCATtoNAL INSTSUCTION.
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Evaluation

Although not the strongest example of an above mid-range paper, this particular paper
shows strength in several areas.

Category I Writing_Conterct: In this paper there is a Clear sense of audience and the
perspective of the audience. The writer makeS mention of possible opposition to the
position being proposed and recognizes that not everyone will agree with histher point of
view.

Category ft Form: The essay has a clear beginning middle_and end and moves through
each without fOrmulaic transitions such asfira, second' arid fi4ally. The weakness in this
categofy stems ftom a lack of development; specifre details would malce the argument moredear and convincing.

Category in Lanwage: The language used in the piece indicates that the writer has a
facility with language and it able to use terms like kvyirtg, millage, and economies in an
appropriate context

Student sample s

I WOULD LIKE TO VOICE MY CONCERN FOR THE NEED FOR A CAUTION
vow AT THE INTERSECTION OF M49 AND OALBRAITH ROAD NEAR
MELVIN. IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A DANGEROUS INTERSECTION
INVOLVING MANY NEAR MISSES) ACCIDENTSILAND SOME FATALITIES;
SO FAR THIS YEARi MERE ltAVE BUN TIME FATALITIES INVOLVING
CAR ACCIDENTS AT THE INTERSECTION IN MY OPINION, THE TWO
sror SIGNS ON EACH SIDE OF OALBRAITII ROAD ARE NOT EIVOUGH.
THE ADDITION OF A c-Atirmw uclir Womb PC rile mosT EFFECTIVE
AND SAPEsT MEASURE THE STATE COULD TAPE ro LOWER THE
INTERSECTION'S ACCIDENT POTENTIAL;

THERE ARE MANY FACTORS WRICII ComenvE To MAKE THIS A
DANGEROUS INTERSECTION. THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IS THAT
THERE IS NO YELLOW CAUTION moor , %loco WOULD BE THE MOST
EFFECTWE WAY OF ATTRACTING AN UNWARY DRIVER'S ATTENTION
TO TRE UPCOMING INTERSECTION. Matt a WOULD COST THE
STATE GOOD DEAL OF MONEY TO PVT UP SUCH 4 LIGHT,THE
HUMAN LIFE THAT MIGHT BE SAVED WOULD MAKE SUCH A LICHT A
WORTHWHILE EXPENDITURE. ONCE SUCH A LIGHT IS INSTALLED,
THE OTHER LESS IMPORTANT FAcrons CAN R DEALT WITH SUCH AS
TRIMMING OF THE BURGEONING FOREST Ar nu ROAD'S EDGE

TRE STATE 'HOWEVER, HAS AN milvmANE Law MAT STATES roar
A TmPtic LIGHT rAmor BE INSTALLED 4r ANY ONE INTERSECTION
UNLESS THERE HAVE BEEN AT LEAST FIVS FATALITIES AT ritAr
INTERSECTION. THERE HAVE BEEN THREE ALREADY, ONE OF WHICH
LEFT lifY GOOD NEIGHBOR A WIDOW . TOO IAW IS AN OUTRAGE AND
AN AFFRONT TO OUR SENSE OF HUMAN DIGNITY. TRRI SlATE
SHOULD DISCONTINUE ITS GHOULISH PRACTICE OF ASSESSING THE
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SAFETY OF AN INTERSECITON EY HOW MANY FATALITIES HAVE
OCCURRED riremE.

THEREFORE; I mum THAT WO U,_IITEMRERS OF THE cm COUNCIL;
WO WERE ELECTED BY THE ars1DENTS TO PROTECT THEIR NEEDS,
SHOULD HELP ME JIN MY _CAMPAIGN-TO GET A Lima INSTALLED AT
Trim INTERSECTION OF 11449 AND GdiLmitatini ROAD; 1 PROPOSE
ruAT WE SPONSOR A PUBLIC AWARMiESS_CAMPAION IN OUR TOWN
TO ONCE AGAM BRING Tylls ISSUE BEFORE THE_TOWN'S CITIZENS
AND uy EDLICATE THOSE FEW PEOPLE 1N TOWN WHO MAY IIE
&RV-AWARE OF THE SITUATION._ IRATE ALREADY CONTACTED THE
LOCAL NEWSFAPER AND THE LOCAL HIGHSCH_OOI, AND TOLD mem
ABOUT MY OVERAU PLAN AS WELL AS MY LETTER To VW. THEY
HAVE AGREED To HELP IF YOEI gnu owe YOUR SUPPORT ro THIS
PROJECT; ONCE WE HAVE Tar TOWN'S ATTENTION; WE CAN MOUNT
A PErnioN DRIVE AND COLLECT SIGNATURES WHICH WE CAN THEN
SEND To rtrz STATE LEGISLATURE, ASKING THEM TO CONSIDER
Pirrnwo UP A CAUTION LIGHT; PLEASE LEND YOUR SUPPORT To
mu EFFORT;

Evaluation

Category I Writing Context: The writer is very consciously aware of the purpose of
the writirig, to gain the city council's support in auxtitiondrive. Also, thereis aclear
indication of the atdience of the piece, the city council. One obvious eXample of the
writer's audience awaieness is the fmalparagraph in which the writer reminds the council
representative of their inissioni to look out for the welfare of the people.

Category LI Form: The form is anything but formulaic and the ideas build upon one
another until the writez reaches the final point which is the recommendation that the council
support the petition.

Category DI Language: And finally, the language is sophisticated. There are no
surface feature eirors and the Sentence structure indicates that the writer has complete
control over fairly compleX syntactic structures.There is also some colorful word choice,
such as ghataith and Wrgeohing.

SUMMMAY

The above examples should help toput the ratingicale intoperspective. Clearly we would
like to think that the majority of studentt leaving Ferris State College are writing at the level
of competency exhibited ill. the last essay. Howeverole maioritypflie writersat the
Ffeshinan post-test leveland-tliesenbr Wel pritk the.ability leyel exemplified by_the
very first example. This certainly falls short of the professional competency we would
wish float our students.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

N this project we have fmu.sext om producing an accurate remsentation of the state of
student writing at Faris. We have learned that the majority of freshmen improve their
writing abilities from the time they enter English 111 to the time they leave English 113.
We have also learned that there is little difference in the ability levels between the ftshmen
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ekiting 113 and the seniors exiting the college. This assessment procedure has raised many
questions which need further investigation.

Freshmen

Our original purpose in testing the freshmen was to establish a sense of therate of
improvement of students while in writing intensive composition courSes. It was aot our
intent to assess the effectiveness of the freshmen writing sequence; however,it is natural
for that question to be raised in light of our pre= and post=test assessment. We recognize
that while the impovement from English 111 to English 113 is not dramatic, it is
substantial. It is important Gn note that we have tested only a fraction of what we know to
be the writing process. The assessment procedure does not lend itself to making an
assessment of the effectiveness of the freshman sequence because it does not enable us to
assess the many other gas which the freshman sequence focuses on, namely revision and
editing techniques, and mid cal, analytic, and evaluative thinking (See appendix for course
guidelines). Therefore, we_ should consider for future study an assessment model which
would lend insight to the effectiveness of the freshman sequence.

Additionally, we have concluded that the current so:pence is effective for the majority of
students at least in terms of the writing skills which could be tested by the procedure. Our
study indicated that the weakest writen do, in fact, improve. It also indicated that many of
the better writers show no improvement. We need to discover why this is so. Is it because

ignoit the better writers in our attempt b3 bring the lower ability writers up to minimum
competency? Is it because the better writers have reached a plawau from which they will
not progress until they have matured andeip6ienced more? Or, is our assessment
instrument not attuned to the subtletieS of better writing, and therefore we have simply not
been able to chart the growth which has occurred with these students? Clearly this is an
important issue which warrantS further investigation.

The purpose of this project was to provide a description of the writing abilities of Ferris
students. Additional studies could enhance thdpicture we have already sketched. One
stucf4which we envision would provide an in-depth profile of some segment of the
fres/bran population. This profile would include personal data, composing process data
and. participants' attitudes toward writing. The intent of such a study would be to
determine how that group defined iteself in tenni of a language community.

Upper Division

The results of the assessment of the upper division students indicate that there is no
significant growth in wring abilities beyond the freshman year. We hope that individual
schools will be interested in a closer and mow thorough investigation of their particular
students' writing abilities.

Some questions warrant further investigation. One is what effect do upper division
writing COMICS have on the writing abilities of upper division students? Also, what effect
do writing intensive non-English courseg have on_ the writing abilities ofupper division
students and how will the particular group of freshmen_ tested under this project grow in
terms of their writing abilities over the next three years?



CONCLUSION

It is our contention that students no t. become better writers unless they write, While
they are in the writing intensive compfFAition sequence of courses, their writing abilities
improve. We suggest, therefore, that in OnAer to nisure that our graduathig seniors write at
a professional level of competency, Ste wilting intensive experience be extended beyond
the freshman year to graduation. Believing that writing is an important means for learning
as well as a vital part of our system of coniemnication, we_propose that writing be
instituted across all curricula,_notjus_t in EingliSh courses, and at all stages of a student's
propam of study, not just in the firshmon year. We feel strongly that the concern for a
student's writing development is the responsibiftty of the entire faculty, not simply those
who teach composition in the Department ofLanguages and Literature.
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